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Need more Theoretical, Neutron, How star, neutron, or man die in same way. Same as 

when Neutron divides into Proton and electron, How Sun obtains motion, related to how 

end comes,  Newton's law of Motion correct, drawing of MagGrav fields,  Heartbeat of 

Stars, heartbeat is emotion, will not fly until man understands,      

 

The Free Plasma is the Creator, Source of Life,  

What you kill you have to eat, in space you don't have to eat, get through gans,  

 

Pope understood, now he's running around the world since June to unite religions,  

Reactors gained weight 4 cm,  No patents for knowledge of God,  

Questions: (1:15), We only receive what the body needs, according magnetic fields, you 

can't go any further, this is not radiation,  Keshe got liver and pancreas cancer while 

working with nuclear reactors, 2 years to cure with plasma,  How to communicate with 

Free Plasma, use spiral,  image of plasma, gives equally out, this earth situation mission 

impossible,  Oxygen, Why water needed in body, Water behaves like a Gans but not, 

behaves as a plasma but keeps electrons, behaves as matter in matter environment and 

plasma in plasma environment, electrons is a defense shield for Proton, allows 

accommodating of extra energy from neutrons,  neutrons guarantee borders of plasma,  

 Free Plasma in Center of Star Formation like Soul of man,  Flower of Life, explanation 

has to do with Pyramids also,  this is how light is formed on earth,  the CO2 boxes in 

Beijing the clean-up of CO2 will create a big problem, the heavy metals will land on the 

land and water and new pollution, How you add to mass decides what MagGrav field to 

extract with CO2 Gans,  Central pin and the mass of the Gans you put in decides what 

you get out,  you create the right gradient and speed,  Einstein put a limit on speed, but 

it's wrong, light travels instantaneously from Stars,  3rd Reich still in Brazilian they 

understand the correct speeds of Gravity,  In fish tank he'll bring Soul of Christ,  

Numerous UFO can't be detected because of plasma,  American Military and Iranians 

meeting at Keshe Foundation,  It's not just building a reactor it also has to do with 

emotions and souls, Moses didn't speak in scientific terms, now he is doing it,  building a 

dynamic chair with Chinese, for any disease,  Cup of Life Chinese manufacture set of 9 

cups, Keshe uses it regularly to control poisoning,  Amazon trying to use drone for 

delivery, Keshe advise not to go so fast, First get Peace,  The flying car test in Belgium 

couldn't do make chaos, can use to reduce weight to 200KG,  with this there are no 

borders, have to find peace among nations, 102 groups call themselves Keshe Foundation 

around the world,  

 


